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Non Addictive

Pinwheel apps are not built on the
Vegas Effect, dripping dopamine and
variable rewards to attract and fill an

attention void.

Human Connection First

Humans are physiologically built for
connection through interpersonal
interactions—not through devices.
Safe, face to face, genuine social

experiences release hormones like
oxytocin that boost our connection,

mood and  sense of wellbeing.

Connected, but not to

"Social Media"

There is no building substitute
communities around strangers.

Therefore, communication apps like
Marco Polo, or any photo sharing, are

restricted to only sharing with
approved contacts you actually know

like grandparents, Mom, and
schoolmates.

Tech as a Tool, not a

Relationship

Genuinely helpful tools that make
technology serve us, while maintaining

our role as protagonists in our own
lives.

----------------------------------------------Healthy and Safe Tech - No

Ads

Nothing to work around, no app store,
no ads, and no browser. Pinwheel has
apps that continue connection with

those in the child’s life and allows for
fun and creative ways to share with

each other when apart.

Technically Feasable

Because we’ve built a new foundational
Operating System that removes ad-

driven and addiction-driven business
models, some apps that work on Android
Play Store and Apple App Store won’t be
able to integrate into Pinwheel without a
lot of business development. That’s why
some apps that otherwise seem healthy
and in-line with our criteria may not be

available (yet).

Caregivers are Final

Gatekeepers

Caregivers want to protect their children
and they want their children to have the
skills necessary to be successful in a tech
world. Even when Pinwheel approves an

app, it doesn’t end up on the child’s phone.
Parents can still say no. Children cannot

see what apps weren’t selected.

Creators, not consumers

Mindless consumption isn’t on the
Pinwheel phone. That’s why there

aren’t pure entertainment and gaming
apps, like Netflix or MarioKart.


